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Although political scientists have long expressed skepticism about the prospects for experimental science, an analysis of the first hundred volumes of the American Political Science Review reveals that randomized experiments have grown in impact and prominence. We document how thinking about experimentation has evolved over the century, and demonstrate the growing influence of laboratory, survey, and field experiments. A number of experiments have transformed how political scientists think about causal relationships in specific substantive areas. There are limits to the kinds of questions that experiments can address, but experiments have made important contributions in an array of political science subfields.

In his 1909 APSA presidential address, A. Lawrence Lowell advised the fledgling discipline against following the model of the natural sciences. “We are limited by the impossibility of experiment. Politics is an observational, not an experimental science . . . ” (Lowell 1910, 7). The lopsided ratio of observational to experimental essays in the Review’s first hundred volumes arguably affirms Lowell’s assessment, but the next hundred volumes are likely to be quite different. The number and influence of experimental studies is growing rapidly, as political scientists discover ways of using experimental techniques to illuminate political phenomena.

The drift toward experimentation reflects the value that our discipline places on causal inference and empirically guided theoretical refinement. Experiments facilitate causal inference through the transparency and content of experimental procedures, most notably the random assignment of observations to control and treatment groups. They also guide theoretical development by providing a means for pinpointing the effects of institutional rules, preference configurations, and other contextual factors whose impact can be difficult to gauge using other forms of inference.

Although the range of laboratory, survey, and field experimentation has developed rapidly, any assessment of experimental political science must acknowledge its limitations. To date, the range of application remains narrow, with most experiments pertaining to questions in the subfields of political psychology, electoral politics, and legislative politics. An important question is the extent to which experiments or experiment-inspired research designs can benefit other subfields.

We use a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to characterize the growth, development, and limitations of experimentation in political science. We begin by presenting a content analysis that traces how the meaning of the term “experiment” has evolved over the past century. Only recently have political scientists come to construe the experiment as members of many other disciplines do, namely, as a scientific methodology with an unrivaled capacity to demonstrate cause and effect; and thus only recently have political scientists begun to use experimental designs in the laboratory, in surveys, and in field studies. The increased use of experiments in recent years, however, has been dramatic.

To understand the recent emergence of experiments, we invoke economist Alvin Roth’s three purposes of experiments: to search for facts, speak to theorists, or “whisper in the ears of princes.” Using this classification scheme, we suggest that the rise of experimental designs in political science reflects both an increased demand to test causal claims that existing methodologies could not fully address and an increased capacity of experiments to simulate relevant political contexts. We then describe in detail a sample of influential experiments that have contributed to ongoing substantive, theoretical, and policy debates and that illustrate our general claims about changing demand and supply. We next use a quantitative analysis of citation counts to assess the contribution of experimental articles to scholarly discourse. We find that experimental articles are in fact cited with greater frequency than other contemporaneous articles. Finally, we conclude with remarks about the limited substantive domains on which experimental articles have concentrated and the prospect for experimental reasoning to affect other parts of the discipline.
FIGURE 1. “Experimental” Trends in the Review

THE CHANGING MEANING OF EXPERIMENTATION IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

To most contemporary political scientists, the term “experiment” connotes a particular scientific methodology. This has not always been the case. To assess how political scientists have used the term “experiment” over the past 100 years, we tracked every use of the word in the Review. The analysis indicates that authors have used the term in three distinct ways, referring to (1) an institutional innovation such as a new constitution, electoral system, or policy process; (2) a simulation or an empirical test that involves neither an institution nor randomized trials; and (3) a randomized trial in which the researcher randomly assigns units of observation to control and treatment groups. Figure 1 reports the numbers of references to the three usages by five-year periods.

From the beginning of the Review through the 1950s, authors used the term “experiment” largely to describe changes to governmental institutions, reflecting the formal legalism that dominated scholarly debate. This usage ran counter to, and completely ignored, an emergent conception of experiments associated with the work of statistician R. A. Fisher (1935). By 1951, Harold Lasswell, in his Review essay (1951, 139), was expressing frustration with the continued use of “experiment” in the pre-Fisher sense:

In popular usage it is common to speak of a limited official introduction of a new practice as an “experiment,” as when it is said that the States have experimented with new institutions of government. Strictly, the term experiment is too useful to be applied in this way. We need a word with the scientific connotation of “controlled manipulation,” as when we modify a single factor, and hold everything else constant.

Lasswell’s expressed sentiment anticipated the shift in outlook that accompanied the rise of behavioralism in the 1950s. Figure 1 shows that references to experiments as institutional arrangements dropped dramatically around that time. Henceforth, scholars overwhelmingly used the term to refer to nonexperimental empirical tests or to true random-assignment experiments. It was not until the 1990s, however, that nonexperimental papers began to routinely refer to experiments as actual experiments rather than as other kinds of empirical tests. This trend reflects a convergence between political science and other disciplines that see experiments as a well-defined, accepted, and important methodology.

The last panel in Figure 1 displays the temporal pattern in the number of published Review articles using randomized experiments over the journal’s first hundred years. That number—57 in total—has grown sharply in recent years. The first experiment appeared
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1 We used JSTOR to do the search. A 30% random sample of usages was coded by a second coder, and we found 95% agreement between coders (correcting for chance agreement). We exclude papers that present an actual randomized experiment from the word search results.

2 Our list of articles builds directly on McGraw and Hoekstra 1994; otherwise, we require that the article include the presentation of
in 1956. The second did not appear until a decade later. Although a steady stream of experimental articles appeared in the 1980s, more than half of the articles whose research fits the conventional definition of an experiment appeared after 1992. Research satisfying the modern definition of experiment is a relatively new phenomenon in political science.

The changes in demand and supply that we document below explain these evolutionary dynamics. They become evident, however, only in terms of the purposes that experiments serve. As Roth (1995) has noted, researchers use experiments for multiple purposes.

THE PURPOSES OF EXPERIMENTS

Roth (1995, 22) identifies three nonexclusive roles that experiments can play. One is what he describes as “searching for facts,” where the goal is to “isolate the cause of some observed regularity; by varying details of the way the experiments were conducted. Such experiments are part of the dialog that experimenters carry on with one another.” These types of experiments often complement observational research by arbitrating between conflicting results (i.e., inconsistent relationships between variables) documented in observational data. “Searching for facts” describes many experimental studies that attempt to estimate the magnitudes of causal parameters, such as the influence of racial attitudes on policy preferences (Gilens 1996) or the price-elasticity of demand for public and private goods (Green 1992). A second role entails “speaking to theorists,” where the goal is “to test the predictions [or the assumptions] of well articulated formal theories [or other types of theories]... Such experiments are intended to feed back into the theoretical literature—that is, they are part of a dialogue between experimenters and theorists.” The many political science experiments that assess the validity of claims made by formal modelers epitomize such correspondence (e.g., Fréchette, Kagel, and Lehrer 2003, Morton 1993, Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992). The third usage is “whispering in the ears of princes,” which facilitates “the dialogue between experimenters and policymakers... [The] experimental environment is designed to resemble closely, in certain respects, the naturally occurring environment that is the focus of interest for the policy purposes at hand.” Cover and Brumberg’s (1982) field experiment examining the effects of franked mail on constituent opinion is an example of an experiment that whispers in the ears of congressional “princes.”

Although political scientists might share rationales for experimentation with other scientists, what distinguishes their efforts is their attention to focal aspects of politically relevant contexts. This distinction parallels the use of other modes of inference by political scientists. As Druckman and Lupia (2006, 109) argue, “[c]ontext, not methodology, is what unites our discipline... Political science is united by the desire to understand, explain, and predict important aspects of contexts where individual and collective actions are intimately and continuously bound.” The environment in which an experiment takes place is thus of particular importance to political scientists.

CHANGES IN DEMAND AND SUPPLY

The preceding purposes, when put in terms of demand and supply, make clear why experimental research in political science has grown in recent years. The initial turn toward experimentation in the 1960s and 1970s coincided with the rise of behavioralism, some of which drew on psychology, where experiments are the central mode of inquiry. During the 1980s and beyond, the influence of psychology, and thus experiments, became even greater as a younger group of scholars borrowed heavily from social cognition to define the distinct field of political psychology (e.g., Druckman and Miller 2004).

During the same period, scholars began to assemble quantitative data sets and apply advanced statistical methods to them to uncover causal relationships. For many topics, these observational methods yielded important substantive advances. In other cases, limitations stemming from such issues as endogeneity, self-selection, and omitted variable bias resulted in ambiguous and debated correlations. Growing sensitivity to such matters led some political scientists to explore experiments as a method for identifying causal relationships. This same period also saw the increasing use of formal theory to derive ceteris paribus causal arguments. Empirical assessments of these arguments fueled greater demand for laboratory experimentation because the controlled environment of the laboratory enabled researchers to structure institutional settings and participant incentives in ways that correspond to a model’s structure.

The provision of experiments depends not only on demand but also on supply. Methodological and technological advances—such as induced value theory (where experimentalists use financial incentives to control subjects’ preferences) and computer-assisted telephone interviews (CATI)—have enabled researchers to use experiments in a wide array of politically relevant contexts by either experimentally creating settings or inserting experiments into natural-occurring environments. For example, the rise in experiments that started in the early 1990s coincided with the increasing availability of CATI technology to implement survey experiments (Sniderman and Grob 1996). Nearly two-thirds of the survey experiments published in the
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Review occurred after 1992. Another contributing factor has been the increasing availability of experimentally relevant software, such as programs that facilitate the creation of strategic environments akin to game theoretic models and technology that enables researchers to edit various forms of media presentations.

Of equal, if not greater, importance than methodological and technological developments is the creativity and originality shown by researchers in making use of these tools (see Sniderman 1995 for discussion). For instance, the growth of survey experiments in the 1990s might not have occurred had it not been for the inventive stewardship of scholars such as Paul Sniderman and his colleagues (e.g., Sniderman, Brody, and Tetlock 1991) who initiated the multi-investigator experimental surveys (the predecessor to Time-sharing Experiments in the Social Sciences).5 Likewise, Charles Plott, Richard McKelvey, and Peter Ordeshook, among others, were at the forefront of using experiments to test formal theories, while Shanto Iyengar and Donald Kinder introduced the use of laboratory experiments to explore the impact of the media. These are but a few of many examples of imaginative scholars who envisioned novel experimental approaches to studying pressing political questions.

A QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The following qualitative review shows how the general changes in demand and supply set the stage for a sample of particularly prominent experiments. It provides detailed examinations of how these changes spurred researchers to adopt experiments to address perennial research questions. We organize our review by offering examples of experiments whose primary goal fits one of Roth’s categories (also see McDermott 2002; Morton and Williams 2006).

Searching for Facts

Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder’s (1982) study of the effects of television news represents one of the best-known studies in the “searching for facts” category. Prior to it, many non-experimental tests reported strong correlations between the issues on which the news media focused and the issues that citizens believed were important. The news seemed to set citizens’ agendas. Yet the evidence for agenda setting was problematic because observational data could not sort out causal direction. For example, are correlations between the issues that the news media report and the issues that citizens identify as important evidence of the media leading public attention in certain directions, or do the correlations reflect the news media and the audience simultaneously responding to real-world events?

Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder’s (1982) implemented an ingenious set of laboratory experiments that randomly assigned participants to newscasts that differed only in terms of the issues covered. They used actual newscasts for the stimuli, invited nonstudent participants to watch and evaluate the news in a realistic group setting that resembled a living room, embedded the key outcome measures in a lengthy questionnaire, and measured responses up to 24 hours after exposure. The results showed that participants’ opinions about issue importance substantially reflected the content of the specific broadcast to which they were exposed, indicating a clear causal relationship.

This set of experiments offered persuasive evidence of the media’s potential impact and initiated a research paradigm that has generated a host of related experiments, several of which have appeared in the Review. Like Iyengar and colleagues (1982) subsequent experimenters have pinned down causal relationships about opinion formation in ways not possible with non-experimental data (e.g., Ansolabehere et al. 1994; Lau and Redlawsk 1997; Mutz 2002; Nelson, Clawson, and Oxley 1997). The experiments also stimulated non-experimental research exploring different types of media effects (e.g., Bartels 1993)—something that had rarely been done in the discipline prior to Iyengar et al.’s work.

A second example centers on the thesis that advanced industrial societies are shifting from materialist to post-materialist values. Presenting across-time aggregate survey responses to a battery of value questions from Euro-Barometer Surveys, Inglehart (1971, 1977, 1990) has argued that economic concerns are becoming less important in these countries. Critics claimed that Inglehart’s findings were an artifact of prevailing strong economic conditions. This debate, carried on largely with aggregate-level time-series data, appeared to have reached a stalemate.

In paired survey experiments, Clarke and colleagues (1999) tested the performance of the Euro-Barometer values battery in Canada and Germany, two countries experiencing high unemployment and low inflation at the time of the study. Most crucially, they demonstrated that substituting an unemployment item for the standard inflation item dramatically changed the results: far fewer people could be categorized as postmaterialist. Much of the documented shift from materialism to postmaterialism, the authors conclude, is a measurement artifact.

Two aspects of this study warrant special comment. First, the Clarke et al. (1999) experiments offered far more compelling evidence about the validity of the Euro-Barometer items than any observational study had been able to do. Only an experimental design could convincingly demonstrate how substitution of one survey item for another dramatically changed respondents’ value classifications. It took an experiment, in other words, to reveal this causal connection. Second, Clarke et al. deployed their experiment in cross-national contexts with high unemployment rates, showing that the effects of question wording were not specific to a particular setting; rather they reflected
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5 Sniderman’s own work on racial attitudes and political reasoning has strongly influenced the study of public opinion. See Sniderman, Hagendoorn, and Prior 2004 for a recent Review example of that work.
was that Quattrone and Tversky were able randomly to present some participants with one description (90% employment) and other participants with the very same situation but using another description (10% unemployment). Their control over the participants’ information environment allowed them to test the underlying assumption. In this case, the context was compelling not because it matched some “real-world” referent, but rather, because it showed how contextual changes that were thought to be theoretically innocuous did in fact shape people’s expressed preferences.

These findings forced a fundamental and constructive rethinking of the role of formal logic in political explanations, because many formal models make assumptions that were found to violate the experimental results. The experiments also sparked increased interest in the psychological underpinnings of political behavior in fields as diverse as international relations and health policy. Perhaps ironically, one criticism of Quattrone and Tversky’s experiments is that they are not sensitive enough to context. In many political contexts, individuals have access to more than one source of information. Such critiques motivate Druckman’s (2004) experiments and reveal the sensitivity of Quattrone and Tversky’s results to environments where individuals can talk to one another or access competing information.

Whispering To Princes

Many experimental studies create a political context for purposes of testing a causal claim. Field experiments, by contrast, take advantage of naturally occurring political contexts while simultaneously leveraging the inferential benefits of random assignment. Because of their “realistic” foundations, field experiments can be especially relevant to policymakers. For example, experimental studies gauging the effectiveness of campaign tactics have changed both scholarly understanding of electoral mobilization and the way in which campaigns allocate their resources.

The first randomized experiment published in the Review was Eldersveld’s (1956) study of voter mobilization, which examined the extent to which direct mail, telephone calls, and door-to-door canvassing increased voter turnout in a pair of municipal elections. This path-breaking experiment varied both the context of the mail appeals (“rational” versus “emotional”) and the types of canvassers (party activists versus students). Moreover, it endeavored to measure voter turnout using administrative records rather than subjects’ self-reports. (Figure 2 shows Eldersveld interviewing Eleanor Roosevelt.)

Eldersveld’s experimental approach was revisited a half-century later, when Gerber and Green (2000) conducted a study of voter mobilization using direct mail, telephone calls, and face-to-face visits in an effort to assess whether the long-term decline in voter turnout is causally related to the decline of face-to-face mobilization and the corresponding rise of direct mail and professional phone banks. Like Eldersveld, Gerber and Green measured outcomes using...
administrative records rather than self-reports but did so using a sample size more than 100 times as large. Their findings suggest that face-to-face mobilization is indeed more effective in stimulating voter turnout than techniques such as direct mail and phone calls from telemarketing firms, which have largely supplanted it. In the brief period since the publication of this study, dozens of field experiments have been conducted on topics ranging from email communication to television advertising. The assessment of voter mobilization tactics is becoming the most exacting empirical literature in political science, thanks in part to the sheer size and diversity of experimental studies. Gerber and Green (2005), for example, in an effort to replicate and extend disputed findings, conducted a voter mobilization experiment involving more than 1 million subjects.

Such experiments provide an alternative method for studying the question “Do campaigns matter?” When observational studies analyze the correlation between campaign content and voting behavior, they inevitably confront an inference problem: do voters have varying political preferences because they encounter different campaign messages, or do they encounter different campaign messages because their political preferences cause them to be exposed to distinct messages? Experiments solve this conundrum by randomly assigning different types of communication to voters. As a result, the communication to which voters are exposed is statistically independent of the voters’ background attributes. Moreover, these experiments allow for nuanced tests of theoretically interesting phenomena, such as the extent to which externally induced increases in turnout in one election persist in subsequent elections (Gerber, Green, and Shachar 2003) or fuse through social networks (Nickerson 2006). Scholars have even begun to examine whether randomly generated grassroots activity affects legislative outcomes (Bergan 2006).

Because these field experiments focus on the effectiveness of interventions that are commonly used in politics, they attract attention from those who fund, manage, or regulate campaigns. The substantive findings of these experiments have encouraged a resurgence of interest in grassroots campaign tactics. They have also fueled a collaborative relationship between campaigns and scholars, who share an interest in understanding attitudes and behavior.

**A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF EXPERIMENTAL ARTICLES**

It is one thing that experiments have become a larger part of the discipline; it is quite another whether scholars have paid attention to them. Citation analysis provides a measure of the impact of the *Review*’s experimental articles considered as a whole. It allows us to address the question of whether the experimental method typically receive as much attention as work that uses other approaches.

We used the online Web of Science Social Sciences Citation Index, which reports the number of times an article has been cited since its publication, to obtain the number of citations for each experimental article. We then did the same for a comparable non-experimental *Review* article. Because what constitutes a comparable article is debatable, we examined three alternatives. First, we drew a random sample of approximately six nonexperimental articles in every *Review* volume in which at least one experimental article appeared. This comparison addresses the question of whether experimental articles have, on average, achieved comparable prominence to other contemporaneous *Review* articles. Second, we narrowed this random sample so that it consisted solely of quantitative articles. This comparison speaks to the question of whether experimental articles receive as much attention as articles whose methodological approach and format are more similar. Finally, we further narrowed the range of content by pairing each experiment with two articles on the same general substantive topic that appeared in the *Review* during the same year or the year before.

We found that experimental articles (n = 57) were cited an average of 40.1 times (SD = 40.5), whereas concurrent nonexperimental articles (n = 193) were cited an average of 30.5 times (SD = 37.7). Concurrent quantitative articles were cited an average of 29.7 times (n = 89, SD = 37.0). Approximately concurrent articles that were also matched for content (n = 114) were cited an average of 32.8 times (SD = 41.3).

For the first two comparisons, citation counts were regressed, in a negative binomial model, on a dummy variable scored 1 if the article is experimental and 0 otherwise. The regression also controlled for year-level fixed effects. When the comparison set is a random sample of non-experimental articles, the estimated effect of the experimental dummy is .38 with a standard error...
has facilitated the creation of environments that mimic situations that decision-makers often face in political contexts. And innovative field experiments enable researchers to carry out large-scale studies with direct policy relevance.

Nevertheless, when all is said and done, critics may claim that experimental research is inherently limited to specialized fields in the discipline, especially formal theory, public opinion research, electoral politics, and legislative politics. Most of the experiments published in the Review’s first 100 years do fall into these categories. So although Review experiments have touched on topics as broad as the management of collective action problems (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner 1992), they have made limited contributions to the study of other topics ranging from civil war to terrorism to regime stability.

But are experiments inherently limited from contributing to such fields? For example, an early and highly influential experimental research program in political science used role-playing simulations to test how various situations affected decisions to go to war (e.g., Guetzkow and Valadez 1981, Mahoney and Druckman 1975). Hermann and Hermann (1967) applied this approach to study the causes of World War I. More recently, Tetlock and Lebow (2001) studied the impact of alternative historical outcomes by asking experts to consider subsets of counterfactual endings to events like the Cuban Missile Crisis; they found that such exposure led the experts to become more inclined to believe in their possibility than those who were not asked. Such examples offer previews of substantive domains in which experiments have some potential to aid inference. Such examples also accentuate the fact that experiments are a methodology that can complement other approaches. Detailed historical work preceded the implementation of the Tetlock and Lebow experiments. Their subsequent experimental results provided a blueprint of what variables might be worth exploring in future studies of foreign policy decision-making and war. Such examples suggest that experiments, and research designs that are influenced by experimental reasoning, have the potential to add value and power to many other areas of inquiry.

Another reason for cautious optimism about the prospect for experimental research is the rapid evolution of experimental reasoning itself. Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase of experimental research throughout the social sciences. This trend has been accompanied by a growing interest in the statistical underpinnings of causal inference and increasing awareness that even nonexperimental research borrows its logic and assumptions from experimental
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6 The finding that experimental articles receive more attention than other articles should be taken with some caution. As with any emergent method, the threshold for publication in the Review may have been relatively high for experimental articles, meaning that those published reflect particularly important studies. Thus, the rate of citations to experimental articles overall may level off over time.

7 All survey experiments that we identified as appearing in the Review relied on non-student samples. In contrast, about 64% of the laboratory experiments used exclusively students, with another 17% using a mix of students and nonstudents.

8 Of the laboratory experiments we identified as appearing in the Review, half employed induced value theory, such that participants received financial rewards contingent on their performance in the experiment. Of the laboratory experiments, 31% used deception; no experiments used both induced value and deception.

9 Of the 57 experimental studies we identified in the Review, 7% were carried out in naturalistic field settings, 63% took place in simulated settings such as a laboratory or classroom, and 30% occurred in telephone, face-to-face, or mail surveys.
analogous. Equally important is the growing sense, best articulated by Donald Campbell (1969), that experimental investigation should be an integral part of policy innovation, so that society can draw valuable lessons about the consequences of social, political, or economic change. If Campbell’s “experimental ethos” continues to grow, subfields in political science that are currently viewed as beyond the purview of experimental investigation might have a stock of experimental knowledge a century from now.

Experiments in political science have progressed from a method used in the occasional anomalous study to a generally accepted and influential approach. This evolution was driven by the maturation of research literatures that demand acute tests of causal claims, and by innovations in the implementation of experiments that expand their reach. Political science experiments can transform—have transformed—thinking on a topic when carried out in relevant contexts—and to be relevant, the situation need not be isomorphic with a naturally occurring (i.e., “real world”) referent. Rather, the evaluation of an experiment’s power depends on the precise claim under study, the general usage (e.g., searching for facts, speaking to theorists, or whispering to princes), and the specific goal of the study, including its connection to related work that often uses alternative methodologies. Political science might not be an experimental discipline, but with creativity it can become a discipline whose contributions are deepened and strengthened by experimental research.
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